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Interesting bird observations from Ethiopia

Imperial Eagles Aquila heliaca

Onboth 17 September 1993 and 23 September 1994, John Atkins and I had conclusive

views of juvenile Imperial Eagles Aquila heliaca 1 km south east of Akaki, south east

of Addis Ababa. The habitat is open, almost treeless cultivation on relatively flat land

but with nearby low hills and within 7 km of the Awash flood plains and lakes. The

sightings coincided with substantial Palaearctic migration all along the road to Awash

and, most noticeably, in Awash National Park. Clearly, the Awash Valley is an impor-

tant southward migration route. As there are no confirmed Imperial Eagle records for

the Ethiopian Atlas currently in preparation, the following details are put on record.

In 1993, the sighting concerned a single bird soaring (and distantly perched on the

ground) with two juvenile Steppe Eagles A. nipalensis. The Imperial was noticeably

larger, with longer wings, a long square-ended tail and, most strikingly, a more pro-

truding neck and larger bill. These features combined to give a powerful, rangy ap-

pearance. It soared on flat wings with upraised, deeply-spread and deep-fingered pri-

mary tips. It was very pale sandy brown with strikingly contrasting dark flight feathers

and tail, with a paler wedge on the underside of the inner secondaries. The breast was

clearly dark-streaked, contrasting with the pale belly. An indistinct white trailing edge

to the secondaries and extensive paler uppertail coverts, rump and lower back were

occasionally visible.

In 1994, no less than seven Imperial Eagles were seen in exactly the same place and

all were perched on the ground or small bushes in what appeared to be a loose group.

They were identical in plumage and allowed reasonably close approach although they

made short, low flights when we got too close. Their pale, milky or sandy brown bod-

ies contrasted with dark brown flight and tail feathers. Views were obtained through a

telescope when the elongated nostril and powerful bill were clearly seen.

The overall impression was of very large, long-winged and long-tailed eagles look-

ing much more powerful than Steppe and Tawny A. rapax Eagles, with which we are
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both familiar. I am also familiar with all other African, European and Asian Aquila

species.

Barbary Falcon Falco pelegrinoides

On 25 September 1994, during a reasonably heavy Palaearctic migration through

Awash National Park 210 km east of Addis Ababa, I had brief but conclusive views of

a single Barbary Falcon Falco pelegrinoides. It flew southwest, low and steadily, past

me at about 50 mover acacia grassland half an hour before dusk.

It had the taut, confident shape and movements of a Peregrine Falcon F. peregrinus

but was noticeably smaller and paler. In size it was no larger than a Eurasian Hobby F.

subbuteo but with shorter tail and more triangular wings. Most noticeably, it was very

pale, almost unmarked huffish white below and showed a distinct black moustache in

a white face, narrower and more elongated than in Peregrine but much more obvious

than in Lanner F. biarmicus. The crown and nape were dark but not black, thus not as

dark as the moustaches, but the angle of view prohibited a clear sighting of the colour.

The upperparts were mid-grey, paler on the rump and contrasting with dark flight

feathers and tail. I am very familiar with both Peregrine and Lanner as well as the

smaller African falcons.

Harwood's Francolin Francolinus harwoodi at a new site and a generally

higher altitude

On 22 October 1995, John Atkins, Zelalem Tefera, David Aiken and I left Debre

Birhan, northeast of Addis-Ababa, before dawn in order to reach the JemmaRiver

bridge in the early morning to search for, among others, Harwood's Francolin

Francolinus harwoodi. Wepassed through Lemi at about 06:20 and began the long

descent of the escarpment into the JemmaValley. Along one less steep stretch, small,

intensively cultivated plots of various crops, including millets, abut the road on either

side. The land is stepped in crude terraces and each plot is bordered by strips and

patches of long grass and shrubs. Above the cultivation are increasingly steep

rockfaces leading to the scarp summit at 2660 m.

At this site, which is 6.5 km from Lemi at about 2340 m, and at 06:50, a smallish

dark francolin was flushed from the roadside and flew alongside the vehicle. As I was

in the front passenger seat I saw it clearly as it overtook us and pitched into one of the

plots about 30 maway to the right. I noted dark brown upperparts and striking red legs,

feet, bill and facial patch. Westopped immediately and I kept my eye on the landing

site. Fortunately it had perched on a lump of earth in a plot of low vegetation. Weall

had good views through binoculars for about five minutes before it crept off. A careful

walk through the plots failed to flush it or any others, although we combed the area for

20 minutes.

It was a medium-sized, dark-looking francolin (distinctly smaller than Erckel's F.

erckelii) showing striking, dense black and white scalloping from the upper neck to the

lower breast, pale brown belly, dark brown, faintly barred wings, back and tail, paler

greyish scaly-looking face and throat, mainly bright red bill, extensive red eye patch

and red tarsi and toes. Erckel's was eliminated on size, plumage and leg colour (it has
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yellow legs); Clapperton's F. clappertoni on its lack of white throat and supercilia and

the denser pattern of scaling on its underparts. Both species are known to JA and

myself. Identification was conclusive.

From close to the site where the sighted bird landed, and from four other sites

within half a kilometre and above us up to 2400 m, we heard persistent calling which

we considered to be of Harwood's Francolin —it certainly was not Erekel's. The call

was a loud, harsh quark quark, always in phrases of two notes and like a coarse duck

{Anas) quack in quality. It was not known to any of us.

In telling local farmers what we were doing, we elicited the information that there

were two francolin species in the area. One was large and yellow-legged and favoured

rocky, higher ground (probably Erekel's). The other was small, dark, red-faced and

red-legged and was 'common' on the cuhivated slopes. One farmer told us to come

back in the dry season after the crops were harvested and we would see this small

francolin easily and with young. They seemed to be describing Harwood's Francolin

which, if adapting to cultivated land up to this altitude, may be both widespread and

common in the area. Fortunately, although Erekel's is valued as food, Harwood's is

apparently less favoured.

The only, possibly, higher altitude record that I know of is of one collected near

Bichana (10°26'N, 38°16'E) in February 1927. Ash (1978) records this site as below

2424 mwhich is at the upper limit of at least two of the calling birds we heard. The

range for other records quoted by Ash is between 1290 and 1757 m. The JemmaRiver

site is at the lower end of this range.

Wearrived at the JemmaRiver later than intended and made a fruitless search of

the dry, scrubby hillocks on both sides of the river. Weheard no francolins calling.

Guards on the bridge told us they had seen two red-legged francolins on the road just

before we arrived. At about 10:00 we explored the degraded Typha beds on the sand-

banks of the river and its tributary. These have been seriously reduced and thinned out

both by flood water and by attempts to plant cotton. With the growing local human

population it seems unlikely that this restricted habitat will survive to any extent in this

area. Stopping at the edge of one Typha bed to talk, David Aiken and I heard a rustling

in the dead, ground litter. On investigation I saw a Harwood's Francolin run, crouch-

ing low, up the 10 mlength of the Typha bed. It flew, wheeled around and flew about

50 mbefore pitching into a larger bed. Weall saw it in flight and noted the salient

features. Wecould not find it, nor any others, again.

Thus, although the traditional habitat at the traditional site for Harwood's Francolin

is under serious threat, the bird can be found elsewhere on the Lemi scarp and perhaps

in the more intensive cultivation of the JemmaValley itself. Birders visiting Jemma
are urged to spend time exploring the cultivation en route, listening for the distinctive

call and, if they have an Amharic-speaker with them, open-questioning the local farm-

ers and the bridge guards.

I am indebted to John Atkins for the following, even more recent, information. Iain

Robertson (pers. comm.) has reported a sighting of a female with three chicks from the

same area of the Lemi scarp on 21 November 1995 and Andrew Pierce found a family
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party there in January 1996. Clearly the species does breed at this altitude and in

rough, cultivated land.

Apparently unrecorded nest sites for Black-winged Lovebird Agapornis

taranta and Hemprich's Hornbill Tockus hemprichii

On 17 September 1993 John Atkins and I stopped at the bridge over a small stream

about 3 km southeast of Mojo, northwest of Nazareth on the main Addis Ababa-

Awash-Assab road.

A pair of Black-winged Lovebirds Agapornis taranta was found obviously feeding

young in a hole in the vertical earth cliff 30 mdownstream of the birdge. The hole was

about 3 mabove the ground and the same distance below the top of the small cliff. It

was almost round and isolated. Both birds were noisily agitated when we first ap-

proached but after a few minutes settled down and visited the hole, apparently to feed

young inside.

Fry et al. (1988) only mention tree cavities as known nesting sites so this adapta-

tion, in the increasingly tree-improverished landscape of Ethiopia, may help to ensure

the survival of a delightful endemic, which, incidentally, is still systematically caught

for caging in spite of local laws protecting it.

Later, a pair of Hemprich's Hombills Tockus hemprichii was watched prospecting

a narrow crevice in the broken masonry of the old bridge. The female was entering the

crevice and calling to the male from inside. Fry et al. (1988) recorded "natural holes in

rock faces" as the most usual nest site but do not mention man-made structures. Al-

though not evidence of breeding, our observation suggests that holes in man-made

structures can be utilized.
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Disturbance of Plain Martin Riparia paludicola nests by

Grey-headed Sparrow Passer griseus swainsonii

On 5 December 1995, while watching a small colony of Plain Martins Riparia

paludicola at about 20 mdistance in the opposite sandy bank of a small fast-flowing

river near Lake Abiata, Ethiopia, the unusual behaviour of some Grey-headed Spar-

rows Passer griseus swainsonii was noticed. One of these sparrows entered one of the

nest-holes and shortly after flew out and dropped a nestling martin. As AJP was exam-

ining this, only a few metres from the nest-hole, another nestling, probably from this


